Before I quit the Metropolitan Museum of Art as a security guard in late
2009 after 20 months of standing around, I used the opportunity of The
Americans Looking In exhibition to get to know a seminal and central part
of photography history. And although I had been a photographer, mostly
self-taught, for about 20 years, I had never really studied the book. So I
got to work early. I requested a certain section and within that section the
rotation that included the show. I got it almost every day for the 2 months
before I quit. I was lucky as well to be there on Mondays, when the museum is closed to the public, when there would be special talks and events
surrounding the show attended by important people in photography
including curators. My fellow guards hop-scotched over me allowing me to
stay just outside the room yet still within earshot if there was an especially
interesting talk going on. I had many conversations with MET curator Jeff
Rosenheim and often tried to stump him with my newfound intimacy with
the sequence of 83 images. I mostly failed though I learned much from
him. But I also absorbed the show like no other person could by being in
those rooms day after day and by already having practiced the art for many
years. One day J.K. came through the galleries. When I saw Jeff I said the
2nd most famous living photographer is here. He asked who; I said guess.
He said Irving Penn. I said no it’s Koudelka. Irving Penn died the next day.
The Americans is probably the one book that connects more photographers than any other, so while guarding the show I saw many photography
colleagues enter. I began asking them what was their knock-out favorite
image. Though many said it was too hard to choose and that many images
were important to them, I insisted. I discovered that many of the answers
revealed much more about the photographers themselves. These are some
of the choices I acquired while on duty and only after I quit the museum
did I backtrack and get their reasons why. On the night of the opening I
disrobed from my guard costume, left through the garage ramp, and reentered the museum through the main entrance. Invite in hand, I sipped
their fine whiskey while being looked at askance by my superiors. I ascended the grand staircase and entered the show as a photographer, joining
my colleagues, and was introduced to Frank for the first time in my life.
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